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Covid Quarantine is a fast and easy board game for 2 or more players.
Pawns: Each player selects a unique pawn. Popular choices include chess pieces, plastic
dinosaurs, and small toy cars.
How to play: Start with all pawns on home. Take turns rolling a die and moving a pawn that
many spaces in the direction of the arrows on the board. All arrows go clockwise, except for the
arrow going home. It is bidirectional. You don’t have to move your pawn, you can move
someone else’s instead. Every space has unique rules. If you land on another pawn, the two of
you may trade or give each other coins.
Losing a turn: Tip your pawn on it side or upside down. On your next turn, set it right-side up
instead of rolling the die and moving. Losing a turn when your pawn is tipped has no effect.
How to win a short game: You need at least one hand sanitizer, mask, and toilet paper. If you
are home with all three, you win instantly. It doesn’t even have to be your turn.
How to win a long game: Pennies represent sanitizer, nickels are masks, and dimes = toilet
paper. Winning the long game is the same as the short game, but you need 35 cents as well as
one of each.
The spaces
 Home: You start and end the game here. The arrow to the home space is bidirectional;
you can go either way on it. Your turn ends instantly when you move onto home, all
unused moves are lost.
 Social distancing: You cannot move anyone else’s pawn when yours is social
distancing. Nobody else can move your pawn, either.
 Job Loss: You forfeit one coin (if you have any). You choose which one.
 Mask: Collect one mask, represented by a nickel or other 5 cent coin.
 Online school: Lose a turn.
 Hoarding: Nobody can collect any coins as long as somebody is on this space.
 Everything is closed: Go home and lose your next turn.
 Hand sanitizer: Collect one hand sanitizer, represented by a penny or other 1 cent coin.
 Exposed at party: Someone at the part came down with it. Lose a turn.
 Remote work: Give your next turn to another player. They roll the die and move instead
of you on your turn, and they still get their next turn. Flip your pawn just like you lost a
turn to show you need to give away your next turn.
 Toilet paper: Collect one toilet paper roll, represented by a dime or other 10 cent coin.
 Everything is canceled: Go home and lose your next turn.

